A new form of gathering big data, known as earth observation (EO), has been gaining ground in recent years. It involves the use of hundreds of satellites with varied sensors in lower earth orbit, above 400 km from earth's surface. EO has the potential to p
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Studying the space economy from three perspectives: (1) the growing space economy, (2) recent developments in Earth observation, and (3) satellites in near-equatorial orbit for environmental purposes. An introduction to future issues and space is also featured. Images below were generated by AI (imagine.art).
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There is an urgent need to better understand the environmental phenomena that are threatening populations in equatorial regions: Typhoons, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, wildfires, pollution, etc., due to climate change and geo-hazards are causing huge damage to societies and huge financial losses to economies. Forecast models exist but with varying phenomena. To improve this situation, new data are necessary. Click to read more.
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Notwithstanding global uncertainty, the space economy grew to US$54 billion and is forecast to reach a trillion by 2040. Fuelled by a global space movement, it stands as a vital economic pillar, offering a unique arena for innovation, experimentation and big data implications. As satellites create a mega data set, bridging the talent gap through a STEM 2.0 revolution and strategic partnerships will be critical for governments and companies racing to unlock the vast potential of the ever-expanding space industry. Click to read more.
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For the second issue of Science, Technology and Security (STS) Bulletin, we focus on space technologies from three perspectives: (1) the growing space economy, (2) recent developments in Earth observation, and (3) satellites in near-equatorial orbit for environmental purposes. An introduction to future issues and space is also featured. Images below were generated by AI (imagine.art).
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Published by the Future Issues and Technology (FIT) Research Cluster, RSIS. This Bulletin comes as a series of articles on science and technology from the angle of national security.
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STS is edited by the FIT cluster and features thought pieces on key emerging technologies, such as artificial intelligence (AI), space, quantum technologies, technology geopolitics, and smart cities. We aim to explicate novel technologies in relation to policy to facilitate discussion, information sharing, and collaboration. In the coming months, we will also publish a commentary on space and its relation and contribution to better public health.
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